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We apply our earlier results on invertible powers of ideals in commutative 
separable algebras to obtain a generalization of a theorem of Bachmann and 
Grtinenfelder on filtrations of the augmentation ideal of the integral group ring 
of a finite abelian group. 
Let R be a dedekind domain (to avoid trivial exceptions, not a field) with 
quotient field K. Let A be a finite-dimensional commutative separable 
K-algebra. An A-R-idea& or simply, when no confusion is likely to result, an 
ideal, M, is a finitely generated R-module contained in A such that KM = A. 
Suppose that (A : K) = n >, 2. Then it is well known ([3, 5, 71) that AG’+~-~ 
and all higher powers of M are invertible. We may, however, adapt our 
results on componentwise dedekind ideals [5, 71 to state a sharper theorem. 
Since the rational integral group ring of a finite abelian group is component- 
wise dedekind as an order in the rational group algebra, this added sharpness 
is of some use in applications. 
Let d(A) denote the number of primitive idempotents in A. If L is a finite 
separable extension field of K, with maximal order S over R, we shall always 
identify A with A & K; thus A is naturally embedded in AL = A OK L. 
If M is an A-R-ideal, we further identify the AL-S-ideals MS and M OR S. 
We now have: 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a jinite separable extension field of K, with maximal 
order S over R. Let M be an A-R-ideal such that for every primitive idempotent e 
of AL, MSe is locally isomorphic to the maximal order of the field ALe over Se. 
Let d = d(AL). Then Md-l and all higher powers of M are invertible. 
We wish to consider ideals M such that M’ -3_ M’+l for all natural numbers 
r. We are particularly interested in the behavior of the sequence MT/M7+l, 
r = 1, 2,... . To illuminate this we shall need to look more closely at the high 
powers of an ideal M. 
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Let the notation be as in Theorem 1. We may further enlarge L by a finite 
separable extension field (which we shall still call L) such that d(AL) is not 
increased, and such that the following statement holds locally at each prime 
of s: 
Let ?J3 be the maximal order in AL over S; then there is an element z, E AL 
such that 
I ~vMsC23. 
Of course v must be invertible in AL. For a proof of this statement see 
[6 71. 
We continue to consider the local situation. For Y = 1, 2,... the ideals 
(vA4.S’)’ form an increasing sequence contained in %3. From, let us write, the 
sth term on, where s = s(M) < d(AL) - 1, all terms are equal, and indeed 
equal to an order in AL. Let 2X denote the intersection of this order with A. 
Then 4I is an order in A over R, and we have MT g 91 for all r > s(M). 
So now, locally at each prime of R, we have MT = ~$1 for all Y 3 s(M), 
where the u, E A are invertible elements. Now we have for all r 3 s = s(M), 
and 
Hence 
However, u, is at our disposal to the extent of multiplication by a unit in ?I. So, 
writing u = u,+r/u, , we may take u?. = u’. Specifically, we now have: 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a A-R-ideal, and let s = s(M) be the least index 
such that M” is invertible. For each prime p of R let R, denote the localization of 
R at p. Then there is an order (I[ in A, andfor each p an element uP E A, such 
that for all Y 3 s, M’R, = upr%Rp _ 
We may further state: 
THEOREM 3. Let M be an A-R-ideal such that Mr > Mr+l for all r 3 1. 
Then we have an isomorphism of R-modules 
for all Y, t 3 s = s(M). Furthermore MY-‘/MS is isomorphic to a proper 
R-submodule of MS/MSfl. 
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Proof. In the notation of Theorem 2, we have us’% C uP8%, so that 
up E ‘2l. And now 
(M’/M’+l)R, GE (91/uvQqRv )
for all I > s and for all p. From the structure theory of finitely generated 
modules over dedekind domains we now have 
M?/M+l z Mt/Mt+l as R-modules, 
for all r, t > s. 
There is a prime p of R such that MS-lR4 g 2lR, . For any r 3 1 we have 
(u;‘M)?IR, = (z$M)7(z$M)“R, = (zJ,‘M)‘+~R, = ‘%R, . 
Since $%R, is an order in A over R, , we have 
(u;‘M)‘RR, C %R, 
for all Y >, 1. For our choice of p we must have 
(u;‘M)~R+, C ‘UR, (strict inclusion) 
for Y < s. Hence 
MS-‘/MS g (u;‘M)‘-~/z+, . (u;‘M)” 
is isomorphic to a proper lip-submodule of (‘21/up%)Rp . The theorem now 
follows. 
The terminal value Ms/MSfl of quotients of successive powers of M is 
of considerable importance for the applications to group rings below. We 
are now able to calculate the module index [2], [MS: MS+l]. 
THEOREM 4. With notation as in Theorem 3, for Y < s, 
[MT : Mr+l] 3 [MS : MS+l] = n [!BR, : upBR,]. 
V 
Here the product is taken. over all primes of R, 23 is the maximal order of A over R 
(of course up is a unit in 23 for almost all p), and the inclusion on the left is strict. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that R is a local ring, 
that u E A is such that 1 E u-lM C 8, and we must now prove that 
[M’: M’+l] 2 [B: US] 
with equality if and only if Y > s. 
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Now for P > 1 we have 
[MV : M’i’] = [(u-lM)r : u(u-lM)r+l] 
= [(u-1M)’ : u(u-lM)‘][(u-lM)‘+l : (u-‘My]-1 
= [MT : uM’][(u-lM)‘+l : (u-lM)‘]-1. 
The sequence (u-lM)r, I > 1, is increasing, and stationary if and only if 
r > s. Hence 
[(u-lM)‘+l : (u-lM)‘] c R 
with equality if and only if Y > s. The R-ideal [N : UN] depends only on u, 
and not on the A-R-ideal IV. The theorem now follows. 
COROLLARY. With notation as in Theorem 4, 
[Mr : Mr+l] 2 [B : SM] 
with equality if and only zfr > s. 
Proof. For each p we have 
(u,‘M)BR, = 23R, 
hence 
u,BR, = M!BR, . 
Therefore [%R, : u,%R,] = [b : !BM]R, , and 
n [B : BM]R, = [B : BM]. 
P 
The following generalizes the results of [l] for abelian groups. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be an abelian group, and let IG be the augmentation ideal 
of the integral group ring ZG. Then there is a positive integer s such that the 
sequence IGr/IGr+l of abelian groups is stationary for Y 3 s. Let 2? denote the 
maximal order in QG over Z’. Then for Y > s the order of IGr/IGT+l is equal to 
that of the Z-module [B n Q . IG : 23 . IG] re ar e g d d as abelian group, while for 
Y < s it is strictly less than this value. 
Proof. There is a splitting QG = Qe @ Q * IG, where 
e = U/l G I) 1 g 
SEG 
is a primitive idempotent. So 7e @ IG is a QG-Z-ideal. There is an integer 
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s < d(QG) - 2 such that (Ze @ 1G)’ = Ze @ IGT is invertible for all r > s; 
this is because ZG-ideals are componentwise dedekind [Sj. Since IGr 2 IG’+l 
for all r > 1, we may apply Theorem 4 and its Corollary. So for all r > s, we 
have isomorphisms of abelian groups: 
IGT/IGr+l s (Ee @ IG’)/(Ze @ IGT+ ‘) 
g IGS/IGSfl 
for all r >, s; while for Y < s there can be no isomorphism. Note that s is 
also defined by the statement: IG’ g IG” as PG-modules if and only if 
Y 2 s. The order of the group lGT/IG’+l is less than or equal to 
[b:B(Ee@IG)] =[Be@(BnQ.IG):Be@B-IG] 
=[BnQ-IG:B-IG] 
with equality if and only if r > s. 
Now, for example, it is easy to obtain a result of Passi [4]. We write 
QTG = IGTIIGT+l. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be an elementary abelian p-group of rank m, where p is 
an odd prime. Then the terminal value of QTG is an elementary abelian p-group of 
rank(p”l - l)/(p - I). 
Proof. By straightforward calculation, we find representations 
!I3 = Ze @ Z 0 H[B,] 
IG = Z@(l - OJZ[e,]; 
here e = (l/l G I) CSEG g, the Bi are pth roots of unity in A, and the sum is 
taken over 1 < i < (pm - I)/(p - 1). S’ mce [Z![O,] : (I - Oi) Z[ei]] = pZ, 
the theorem follows. 
Finally, as an application, we confirm a conjecture we made in [8]. Let G 
be the direct product of k cyclic groups of order 4. In [8] we determined a 
sequence P,G of finite abelian groups, of which the QrG were shown to be 
homomorphic images. We now determine the sequence QrG by establishing: 
THEOREM 7. For all r 2 1, P,G = QZTG. 
Proof. It is enough to establish that P,G = QeG for some q 2 s. For, 
P,G was defined in [8] for each r on a set of generators of QrG, subject to 
certain relations on the whole sequence of Q,G. If for any r, P,G 3 Q,G, there 
must be some other relation (obtained as in [S] from an eliminant of poly- 
nomials) on the Q,G, which in turn, since it does not hold for the P,G, would 
entail P,G 3 QrG for all subsequent r. 
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We set q = max(s, 3k - I). By Theorem 2 of [8], P,G is a group of order 
2”, where h = 22kp1 + 2kp1 - 1. Let us calculate the order of QpG from 
Theorem 4, Corollary. It is readily calculated that 
while 
here e = (l/j G 1) CSEG g is a primitive idempotent; the ei are primitive 
idempotents, 1 < i < 2k - I ; each 0, satisfies Bj2 = -1 in A; and 
1 < j < 227~-1 - 2”mr. Since [Z[t?,] : (1 - Oj) Z[OJ] = 22, we have 
[% : Be @ B . IG] = 25?, 
where t = 2k - 1 + (22k-1 - 2”-l) = 22L-1 + 2”-l- 1, proving the theorem. 
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